
King v David Allen & Sons, Billposting Ltd  [1916]  2 AC 54  – p34 (SM) 
Licence a personal entitlement to do something and nothing but a personal duty on King  
The Company knowing about the agreement between King and DAS didn’t matter, because they weren’t               
a party to THAT contract > Privity Rule  
If the Company had induced King’s breach of the contract between him and DAS there may be a cause of                    
action 
An argument could have been made that King had transferred his right and obligations to the Company                 
when he sold the land, but this line of argument was not explored.  
 
Breen v Williams  (1996) 186 CLR 71  – p41 (SM)  
Breen brought the action against her doctor (Williams) on contract, property and fiduciary duty  
Doctor-patient contract  

● Terms didn’t include a duty to give the patient’s records themselves  
Williams’ notes were chattel that he owned and he also owned the copyright  

● Information not property  
 
Gibson v Manchester City Council  [1979] 1 WLR 294 – p42 
Court of Appeal reasoning – Took a global approach by looking at ‘everything that was material’ (Lord                 
Denning MR at 523H, [1978] 1 WLR 520) 

○ Lord Diplock claimed that this distracted from the main question of whether the parties              
had reached a point where they made an agreement to enter into a binding contract [295] 

○ Focused too much on the terms and not enough on the agreement  
○ Global approach can only be used in ‘exceptional circumstances’ [297]  

Ultimate reason for the decision that there was no contract was that an offer was never made [296]  
● The council’s letter was an invitation to treat to make an offer or to continue negotiations  
● Invitations to treat have no legal consequences and was not ‘capable of being converted into a                

legally enforceable contract for the sale of the land’ [298]  
● The decisive factor was the last sentence of para 2 which requested Gibson ‘make a formal                

application to buy’ meaning that the letter was not an offer to buy that Gibson could agree to                  
[298] 

 
Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co  [1893] 1 QB 256  – p45 
Unilateral contracts do not require the notification of the acceptance of the contract/offer  

● ‘Performance of the condition is a sufficient acceptance without notification’ – Performance is             
acceptance AND consideration  

Offers made to the world at large – ‘It is an offer to become liable to any one who, before it is retracted,                       
performs the condition, and, although the offer is made to the world, the contract is made with that limited                   
portion of the public who comes forward and perform the condition on the faith of the advertisement.’ –                  
Bowen LJ, [267] 
Consideration given by Mrs Carlill  

● ‘Does not the person who act upon the advertisement and accepts the offer put himself to some                 
inconvenience at the request of the defendants?’  

● ‘Inconvenience sustained by one party at the request of the other is enough to create a                



consideration.’ – Bowen LJ, [271]  
The advertisement was a mere puff – The deposit in the Bank shows sincerity  
 
MacRobertson Miller Airline Services v Commissioner of State Taxation (WA) (1975) 133 CLR 125 –               
p50 
Clause 5 gives the airline the right to cancel a flight and not carry passengers for any reason  
Legal question - did the ticket amount to an agreement or was it a memorandum of an agreement?  
Stephen J – Applied the conventional ticket analysis  

● Offer made by the carrier to carry the passenger on the stated terms  
● The passenger accepts the offer by boarding the flight or rejects by asking for a refund  
● The ticket is simply a record of the terms of the offer, not the offer itself  

Barwick CJ – The offer made by passenger by paying and if the airline carry them they can keep the fare  
● Reasons the offer is not made by the airline  

○ As a matter of implication, might be reasons why an airline can’t carry a passenger on a                 
particular flight  

○ It is clear from clause 2 & 5 that the airline has made no promises except to refund the                   
fare if they do not carry the passenger  

■ Thus, the clauses occupy the whole area of the obligations of the airline  
Ratio - the conditions in the ticket were such that the exception occupied the whole area of possible                  
obligation, so that the airline did not assume or offer to assume an obligation or to carry a passenger from                    
which a contract could result  
 
Mobil Oil Australia Ltd v Wellcome International Pty Ltd  (1998) 81 FCR 475 – p58 
General rule: an offer of a unilateral contract is irrevocable – implied ancillary contract not to revoke 

● Only implied in required circumstances – consideration given is commencement of performance  
○ Whether the offeror knows the offeree has commenced performance 
○ Whether the offeree understands that incomplete performance is at his or her risk 
○ Whether the parties intend the offeror should be at liberty to revoke the offer 
○ Whether the acts towards performance are detrimental to the offeree 

The consideration given for an implied ancillary contract not to revoke an offer of a unilateral contract is                  
the commencement of performance  

● The contract can still be revoked and the effect if to make the offeror liable for damages 
No basis for an implied ancillary contract in this case: 

● Difficult to say when a franchisee should be taken to have ‘embarked upon’ performance (the acts                
were already part of their jobs);  

● The actions of the franchisees were to their own benefit (no detriment established) 
NO offer because the language to vague, uncertain and not the language of commitment [500]  
The Full Court denied an estoppel claim because the promises were too vague  

● There wasn’t an expectation that they would be entering into a legal relationship [515] 
Furthermore, there was no detrimental reliance as the altered course of conduct by the franchisees was                
good business practice [506] 

● Furthermore, any possible detriment had been reimbursed by Mobil (32K) – takes it beyond a               
doubt that there was no detriment 



The franchisees sought the nine-year renewal of their franchise without cost (nine-for-six) 
● But, the Trial judge’s decision that the remedy they were seeking was disproportionate to the               

detriment they suffered was upheld [519] 
 
 


